Absorbed power deposition for various insertion depths for 915 MHz interstitial dipole antenna arrays: experiment versus theory.
Dipole antennas are commonly used in interstitial clinical hyperthermia treatments because of their compatibility with brachytherapy techniques and their good power deposition patterns when used in arrays. For accurate treatment planning, however, there must be a comprehensive knowledge base to predict the power deposition patterns when insertion depth is a non-resonant length. This is especially true for insertion depths that result in significant power deposition outside of the antenna junction plane and presumably outside of the tumor volume. A computer controlled measurement system was used with a muscle equivalent phantom to make measurements of specific absorption rate (SAR) or absorbed power per unit mass of tissue at 598 points in a plane. The diagonal plane was the measurement plane of choice because it characterized the SAR profiles at the array center as well as areas in the proximity of the antennas. Dartmouth dipole antennas were used (0.9 mm O.D.) in brachytherapy catheters with inner catheters (2.2 mm O.D./1.2 mm I.D.). The resonant half-wavelength of this dipole antenna/catheter combination is 7.8 cm. A choke modification of the dipole was also investigated. Four antennas were used in a boxlike configuration with 2.0 cm separation. Insertion depths of 5.9, 7.8, 9.8, 12.7, 15.6 and 17.6 cm were used. The hA subsection (junction to tip) was held constant at 3.9 cm. Plots were made of the experimental SAR data normalized to the maximum SAR measured in the plane. Theoretical plots were calculated in the same plane for each of the insertion depths. SAR comparisons were also made longitudinally along the central axis of the array and through the antenna junctions in the diagonal plane for resonant half-wavelength insertion depth. Experimental results verified theoretical predictions of the existence of a secondary hot-spot in the center of the array, but outside of the antenna junction plane and approximately a quarter-wavelength from the insertion point. This secondary hot-spot appears for all insertion depths greater than 10 cm. At longer insertion depths approaching a full wavelength, however, this secondary peak is not dominant. Choke antennas demonstrated a solution to the problem of shifting SAR patterns with varying insertion depths by restricting the active length of the antenna.